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“The human being, by nature, tends to follow trends. I once heard
someone say, “life itself is a trend”.” - MARBÉ 

Marbé Briceno-Velázquez, founder of Marbé Designs, Inc. is an award-winning,

full-service architectural interior design studio based in Los Angeles, California. 

PROJECT

MODERN ART EXPERIENCE

 
Marbé Briceno-Velázquez, founder of Marbé Designs, Inc. residence project is

elegantly inviting with the luxe of metals, natural stones and views that

together with the furniture selection and the pieces give an “Art Deco

experience.”

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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INSIDE - OUTSIDE

Richard Rogers is a renowned Italian-British architect noted for his modernist

and functionalist designs in high-tech architecture. He was born in Florence

(Tuscany) into an Anglo-Italian family and later settled in Trieste, Milan and

Florence and then in England. After attending the Architectural Association in

London, Rogers studied in the United States at Yale University, where he met

fellow Brit Norman Foster. After graduating, the two architects joined forces

with Su Brumwell and Wendy Cheeseman to form Team 4 in 1963. During this

period, individually and with the group, Rogers designed a series of private

houses and residential complexes, including a house made of plastic, created

with his wife, and his own property in Wimbledon in steel and synthetic

materials. However, it was the industrial buildings in Swindon (1966) that

marked a turning point in Rogers’ and Foster’s careers.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

INSIDE - OUTSIDE

Richard Rogers’s is known for his brilliant inside-outside design that is highly

evolutionary  with well defined functional objectives.

ARCHITECT ICON
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The backsplash is a very important feature of all kitchens and there are lots of

options to choose from. We share with you 8 interesting ways to style your

backsplash with some of the trendiest ideas. 

Vinyl Backsplash 

A popular and affordable way to change the look of a backsplash is to apply

adhesive vinyl in decorative patterns. The vinyl is can be wiped easily, so it's a

great alternative for areas that get hit with splatters. 

 

Bored with the regular backsplash? Here are 8 trendy ways to style an all-new

backsplash for your kitchen!

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

TILE TIPS

8 WAYS TO STYLE YOUR KITCHEN BACKSPLASH
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